Measuring cavity size by width
In addition evaluating cavity size by area using Image J as described in the Methods, we also evaluated cavity size by width using the caliper function of the Bioptigen OCT software. The width of the largest cavity on each side of the optic nerve in each image was measured perpendicular to the retinal surface. This was done in four radial scans through the optic nerve head: nasal to temporal, inferior to superior, nasal inferior quadrant to temporal superior quadrant, and temporal inferior quadrant to nasal superior quadrant. The average of these eight measurements was used as the cavity size for that retina (Supplemental Fig. 2 ).
Cavity width measurement. Four cross sections obtained from radial scans through the ON head from (top to bottom) the nasal to temporal , inferior to superior , nasal-inferior to temporalsuperior , and temporal-inferior to nasal-superior poles. The thickness of the biggest cavity on each side of the ON was measured using the caliber function in the OCT software.
Measurements are shown in the figure. Correlation of width and area measurements of cavity size. X-axis shows the measurements obtained from measuring the cavity's width using the caliber function from OCT software (see supplemental method), y-axis shows the measurements obtained from measuring the cavity's area using image J (see Method).
